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Thank you for choosing this 
light from the Solid collection 
by Terence Woodgate. 

The name Solid refers  
to both the solid natural 
materials the body is made 
from and the solid state 
light source it uses.

Included in this box is  
a state-of-the-art  
Megaman LED lamp. 

LEDs are incredibly efficient 
and the Solid collection was 
designed to maximise their 
energy-saving benefits.

As this product is made  
from natural materials,  
each piece is unique. 

For more information about 
us, and about LED technology, 
visit our website at 
terencewoodgate.com 

O
ne.

Please read the entire 
instructions. Switch off 
power before installation. 
We recommend that 
installation be performed  
by a qualified electrician.

Installation and operation 
are subject to local 
regulations.

 Class 1 product.  
Must be earthed. 

Securely fix ceiling bracket 
using appropriate fixings 
and expansion plugs for 
ceiling material.

Benefits.
Solid.

Cooling air flow
for maximum life
and efficiency

Low glareDirect even 
beam



Push cone cover against 
ceiling and secure with 
conical screw.
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Three.
Make earth connection to 
brass earth terminal and 
electrical connections to 
terminal block. Refer to 
wiring diagram. 

Note: Should the 2 metre 
pendant cable need to be 
shortened, this must only 
be done at the ceiling 
bracket end. Remove cable 
and cut to desired length, 
taking terminal wiring into 
consideration. Ensure cable 
is secured firmly by the cord 
grip. Remake electrical 
connections to terminal 
block. Ensure all earth 
connections are made.
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Five.
Six.

With lamp fitted, ensure 
shade sits on triangular 
support.

Fit ventilated disc, and 
screw on ring nut but do  
not yet tighten.

Please take the time to 
adjust position of the 
support, so that shade 
hangs perfectly vertical 
before tightening ring nut  
to lock in position.

To replace lamp (bulb) 
firstly turn off power.  
Allow lamp to cool.  
Undo ring nut and raise 
shade. Replace lamp.

Repeat instruction Five  
as above.

Insert triangular support into 
shade by tipping at an angle. 
Raise shade above support to 
enable easier fitting of the LED 
lamp. Ensure shade is firmly 
held when fitting lamp.

Lamp (Bulb): 
LED only. 8w Max. GU10

Four.



Terence Woodgate 
West Hill, 
Little Trodgers Lane, 
Mayfield, East Sussex,
TN20 6PW, England

+44 (0)1435 872677
info@terencewoodgate.com 
terencewoodgate.com

Tested and approved by  
the Lighting Industry 
Association Laboratories 
for compliance with 
EN-60598 Part 1 and 
EN-60598 Part 2-1.  

Any modification or 
improper installation 
releases the manufacturer 
from any liability. 

Product Description:
 Class 1 product. Must  

be connected to earth.

Luminaire is suitable for 
mounting on normal 
flammable surfaces.
IP20 Luminaire. Indoor  
use only.

Supply voltage: 
220-240V ~ 50/60Hz
Lampholder: GU10
Lamp Type (Bulb):  
LED only. 8w Max.
Pendant Cable: 
2 x 0.81  (2 x 20AWG)

Not to be treated as 
household waste.  
By ensuring that this 
product is disposed of 
correctly you will help to 
protect the environment.

Important: Please retain 
this instruction leaflet for 
future reference.
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